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   Well-being consists of many elements. Comfort  
in terms of optimum thermal conditions and a sense  
of privacy can be provided by properly selected window  
covers. Reducing factors disturbing effective work  
or quiet rest improves the quality of life.
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  Internal blinds are one of the most popular types of internal window 
cover systems. Easy to install and handle, the blinds are frequently 
chosen for covering windows in private homes or public facilities.  
The multitude of fabrics, their vast functionality and colors make them 
suitable for almost any space.

ADJUSTMENT
A wide range of shapes and sizes of roller blind cassettes allows for adjusting the covers 
to individual needs.

COMFORT
Reducing the amount of sunlight in a room and ensuring sense of intimacy increases  
the comfort of everyday life.

CONVENIENCE
Simple handling with a chain, switch, remote control or mobile device facilitates using 
the covers.

DESIGN
The combination of functionality and minimalism makes the interior blinds work 
a perfect choice for apartments and offices.

INSTALLATION
Internal blinds can be attached to the ceiling, to the wall, or directly to the window.  
Both invasive and non-invasive mounting is possible.

STYL
A wide range of colors and a variety of fabric functionalities make the covers suitable  
for any interior style.
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SYSTEM COLOR

The maximum width (cm) of  
a blind covered by warranty Electric 

control
Non-invasive 

assembly
standard day and night
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MINI white, brown 150 - - yes

RM 25 white, brown 180 - -
bottom  

bracket for side 
quidance

A32 white, black 230 - -
bottom  

bracket for side 
quidance

MAGNA
S standard: white, off white, brown,     

anthtacite, grey, black
exclusive: white alu, natural alu, 
old brass, stainless steel, chrome, 

black nickel

240 220 yes
bottom  

bracket for side 
quidance

M 290 260 yes -

L 440 - yes -

CODA
S white, off white, brown, 

anthtacite, silver, black

240 220 yes -

M 290 260 yes -

TREO
S

white, silver

240 220 yes -

M 290 260 yes -

BRUTUS

S
white, silver

240 220 yes -

M 290 260 yes -

L 440 - yes
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SYSTEM COLOR

The maximum width (cm) of  
a blind covered by warranty Electric 

control
Non-invasive 

assembly
standard day and night
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BASIC white, anthracite - 150 - yes

GRANDE white, brown - 230 - -
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CLASSIC
white, brown, anthracite, 

mahogany, walnut, golden oak, 
winchester

140 150 - -

PROFIL
 white, brown, anthracite, 

mahogany, walnut, golden oak, 
winchester

140 150 - yes

RUBIN  white, brown, anthracite,  
walnut, golden oak, 140 105 - yes

FANTAZJA 
LUX

white, brown, anthracite, silver 140 - - -

PRIMA white, brown, silver, light pine 140 - - -

PRIMA  
SKYLIGHT

white RAL 9003,  
silver (ANODE) 110 - - -
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     A classic form of inner sun screen that is invasively  
mounted to the wall or to the ceiling. Some systems also 
allow for non-invasive installation.
     This type of roller blind is dedicated for windows of  
various sizes. It allows to shade space of up to 440 cm 
width, which makes it a perfect choice not only for homes 
but also for office spaces and conference rooms. The blind 
can be controlled manually by pulling a chain or electri-
cally with a remote control, a switch or a mobile device.
    Several dozens of various fabrics are available, which 
allows to adjust the blinds to any interior in terms of their 
color and functionality. The covers can also be equipped 
with screen fabric reducing the heating of rooms and solar 
radiation.

FREE HANGING  
ROLLER BLINDS
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    A sun-screen window shield mounted directly to  
the window frame. Depending on the selected system,  
non-invasive or invasive installation is possible. After  
rolling the fabric, the blind is hidden in the cassette. After 
unrolling, the edges are placed in guide bars.
      The maximum available width of glazing blinds covered  
by the warranty is 150 cm. Manual control. Thanks to the 
use of a guide system, the internal cassette roller blind  
is also perfect for roof windows.
    Large selection of fabrics with various features and  
colors makes it possible to adjust the blinds to the needs 
of any interior. Blinds with a screen fabric reducing the 
heating of rooms and solar radiation are also available.

FRAME MOUNTED  
ROLLER BLINDS
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